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The Opening ActThe Opening Act
In music, an opening act is a lesser band that In music, an opening act is a lesser band that 
performs first and mostly serves to increase the performs first and mostly serves to increase the 
audienceaudience’’s desire for hearing the headline act.s desire for hearing the headline act.
My charge is to present My charge is to present ““progress in the fieldprogress in the field””
since we last met at QM02, but not to preempt since we last met at QM02, but not to preempt 
the  conference.the  conference.
I will, however, indicate results to look for and I will, however, indicate results to look for and 
my personal charge to you.my personal charge to you.

WARNING:  The Surgeon General has determined that overview talks contain 
biased and incomplete reports that may be detrimental to the health and mental 
wellbeing of individuals who expect or demand otherwise.
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The ParadigmThe Paradigm
We accelerate nuclei to high energies with the We accelerate nuclei to high energies with the 
hope and intent of utilizing the beam energy to hope and intent of utilizing the beam energy to 
driving a phase transition to QGP.driving a phase transition to QGP.
The collision must not only utilize the energy The collision must not only utilize the energy 
effectively, but generate the signatures of the effectively, but generate the signatures of the 
new phase for us.new phase for us.
I will make an artificial distinction as follows:I will make an artificial distinction as follows:

MediumMedium:  The bulk of the particles; dominantly soft :  The bulk of the particles; dominantly soft 
production and possibly exhibiting some phase.production and possibly exhibiting some phase.
ProbeProbe:  Particles whose production is calculable, measurable, :  Particles whose production is calculable, measurable, 
and thermally incompatible with (distinct from) the medium.and thermally incompatible with (distinct from) the medium.
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The Probes Gallery:The Probes Gallery:

Jet Suppression

charm/bottom dynamics

J/Ψ & Υ 

direct photons
CONTROL

The importance of the control measurement(s) cannot be overstated!
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q/gq/g jets as probe of hot mediumjets as probe of hot medium

hadrons

q

q

hadrons
leading
particle

leading particle

schematic view of  jet production

Jets from hard scattered 
quarks observed via fast 
leading particles or
azimuthal correlations 
between the leading
particles

However, before they create jets, the scattered quarks 
radiate energy (~ GeV/fm) in the colored medium

→decreases their momentum (fewer high pT particles)
→“kills” jet partner on other side

Jet Quenching
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Calibrating the Calibrating the Probe(sProbe(s))
p+p->π0 + X

Measurement from elementary Measurement from elementary 
collisions.collisions.
““The tail that wags the dogThe tail that wags the dog””
(M. (M. GyulassyGyulassy))

hep-ex/0305013 S.S. Adler et al.
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Calibrating the Calibrating the Probe(sProbe(s))

Measurement from elementary Measurement from elementary 
collisions.collisions.
““The tail that wags the dogThe tail that wags the dog””
(M. (M. GyulassyGyulassy)

p+p->π0 + X

Hard

Scattering

Thermally-
shaped Soft 
Production

)

hep-ex/0305013 S.S. Adler et al.
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Calibrating the Calibrating the Probe(sProbe(s))
p+p->π0 + X

“Well Calibrated”

Measurement from elementary Measurement from elementary 
collisions.collisions.
““The tail that wags the dogThe tail that wags the dog””
(M. (M. GyulassyGyulassy))

hep-ex/0305013 S.S. Adler et al.
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Many Many measurements measure at high measurements measure at high ppTT(!)(!)
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If no “effects”:
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Au-Au √s = 200 GeV: high pT suppression!

PRL91, 072301(2003)
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Au-Au √s = 200 GeV: high pT suppression!
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Quantitative Agreement Across ExperimentsQuantitative Agreement Across Experiments

Effect is real…Final or Initial State Effect?
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Suppression similar at Suppression similar at ηη=2.2=2.2
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Suppression Suppression vsvs Collision EnergyCollision Energy
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probe rest frame

r/γgg→g

Color Glass CondensateColor Glass Condensate
Gluon fusion reduces number of Gluon fusion reduces number of 
scattering centers in initial state.scattering centers in initial state.
Theoretically attractive; limits Theoretically attractive; limits 
DGLAP evolution/restores DGLAP evolution/restores unitarityunitarity
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Control ExperimentControl Experiment

Medium? No Medium!

Nucleus-
nucleus

collision

Proton/deuteron
nucleus

collision

Collisions of small with large nuclei quantify all Collisions of small with large nuclei quantify all coldcold nuclear effects.nuclear effects.
Small + Large distinguishes Small + Large distinguishes allall initial and final state effects.initial and final state effects.
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Control ExperimentControl Experiment

Collisions of small with large nuclei quantify all Collisions of small with large nuclei quantify all coldcold nuclear effects.nuclear effects.
Small + Large distinguishes Small + Large distinguishes allall initial and final state effects.initial and final state effects.

Nucleus-
nucleus

collision

Proton/deuteron
nucleus

collision

Medium? No Medium!
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NO suppression in d+Au!NO suppression in d+Au!

BRAHMS

Phobos

STAR

PHENIX
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Centrality DependenceCentrality Dependence
Au + Au Experiment d + Au Control Experiment

Preliminary DataFinal Data

Dramatically different and opposite centrality evolution of Dramatically different and opposite centrality evolution of 
Au+AuAu+Au experiment from experiment from d+Aud+Au control.control.
Jet Suppression is clearly a final state effect. Jet Suppression is clearly a final state effect. 
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Jet TomographyJet Tomography
Moving forward from high Moving forward from high ppTT suppression to suppression to 
real tomography requires several steps:real tomography requires several steps:

Map the dynamics of NearMap the dynamics of Near--Side and AwaySide and Away--Side jets.Side jets.
Study the composition of the jets.Study the composition of the jets.
Vary the reaction plane orientation.Vary the reaction plane orientation.
Account for momentum balance.Account for momentum balance.

Technical Challenges in separation of harmonic Technical Challenges in separation of harmonic 
flow from jet contributions to angular flow from jet contributions to angular 
correlations.correlations.
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BackBack--toto--back jetsback jets

AwayAway--side obviously side obviously 
sensitive to precise vsensitive to precise v22
value.value.
Desire precision Desire precision 
technique to disentangle technique to disentangle 

STAR PRL 90, 082302 (2003)

Central Au + Au

Peripheral Au + Au
2

2 2 2( ) ( ) (1 cos(2 ))D Au Au D p p B v φ+ = + + + ∆

near side

away side

peripheral central

d + Au
control

0                                          3        ∆φ (radians)
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TwoTwo--Part Correlation Functions Part Correlation Functions wrtwrt Reaction PlaneReaction Plane

Formulate twoFormulate two--particle particle 
correlation in two cases:correlation in two cases:

Trigger particle in reaction Trigger particle in reaction 
plane.plane.
Trigger particle out of Trigger particle out of 
reaction plane.reaction plane.

Harmonic component Harmonic component 
changes sign!changes sign!
Determine amplitude of Determine amplitude of 
harmonic by equalizing harmonic by equalizing 
near side jetsnear side jets

CERES, nucl-ex/0303014

see also:  J. Bielcikova, P. Wurm, K. 
Filimonov, S. Esumi, S.V. nucl-ex/0311007
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Apparent yield loss attributed to Apparent yield loss attributed to broadeningbroadening!!!!

Significant Significant 
broadening of broadening of 
awayaway--side peak side peak 
nearly exactly nearly exactly 
compensates compensates 
for height for height 
reduction.reduction.
AwayAway--side and side and 
near side yields near side yields 
exhibit binary exhibit binary 
scaling.

CERES, nucl-ex/0303014

scaling.
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Similar Techniques Applied at RHICSimilar Techniques Applied at RHIC

PHENIX preliminary PHENIX preliminary
PHENIX preliminary

0<pT(assoc)<1 GeV/c 1<pT (assoc)<2 GeV/c 2<pT (assoc)<5 GeV/c

pT(trig)>3 GeV/c

STAR preliminary

STAR 
preliminary

K. Filimonov, STAR, DNP 2003
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Particle compositionParticle composition
p/π ~1 at high pT
in central collisions
Higher than in p+p
or jets in e+e-
collisions

nucl-ex/0305036 (PRL)

Hydro. expansion at low pT
+ jet quenching at high pT:
Recombination of boosted q’s?
Modified fragmentation
function INSIDE the medium?

Teff = 350 
MeV

pQCD
spectrum 
shifted by 
2.2 GeV

R. Fries, et al
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Do the baryons scale with Do the baryons scale with NNcollcoll??

Baryon yields not suppresed
∝ Ncoll at pT = 2 – 4 GeV/c

Au+Au

Unlikely that energy loss is affected by subsequent fragmentation!
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J/J/ΨΨ suppression was observed at CERN at suppression was observed at CERN at √√s=s=18 18 GeVGeV/A/A

Fewer J/Ψ in Pb+Pb than expected!
Interpret as color screening of c-cbar

by the mediumInitial state processes affect J/Ψ too
so interpretation is still debated...

ΝΑ50 collaboration
J/Ψ
yield

•Complementary baseline 
measurement is open 
charm rate.

•NA60 has had a very 
successful run designed 
specifically to answer the 
question.
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Centrality dependence of open charm in Au+AuCentrality dependence of open charm in Au+Au

central

peripheral

Compare to 
(PYTHIA) 
an event 
generator 
tuned for pp 
collisions…

no large
suppression-
unlike light
quarks!

Comparison to pp 
should be available 
this week.

Spectra of electrons from c→ e± + anything
photonic sources are subtracted
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Why no energy loss for charm quarks?Why no energy loss for charm quarks?

““dead conedead cone”” predicted by predicted by KharzeevKharzeev and and DokshitzerDokshitzer, Phys. , Phys. LettLett. . 
B519, 199 (1991)B519, 199 (1991)
Gluon Gluon bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung::

kkTT
22 = = µµ22 ttformform//λλ transverse momentum of radiated gluon transverse momentum of radiated gluon 

µ =µ =ppTT in single in single scattscatt. . λ =λ =mean free pathmean free path
θθ ~ ~ kkTT / / ωω ω = ω = gluon energygluon energy

But radiation is suppressed below angles But radiation is suppressed below angles θθ00= = MMqq/E/Eqq

soft gluon distribution issoft gluon distribution is
dPdP = = ααssCCFF//ππ ddωω//ωω kkTT

2 2 dkdkTT
22/(k/(kTT

22+ + ωω22 θθ00
22)) 22

Fully stopped in *FLOWING* medium (Fully stopped in *FLOWING* medium (S. Batsouli, S.Kelly, 
M.Gyulassi, J.Nagle Phys.Lett. B557 (2003) 26-32)
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Proton
A. Andronic et. Al. Nucl-th/0303036

J/J/ΨΨ: Is there : Is there deconfinementdeconfinement at RHIC?at RHIC?
Does colored medium screen c+cbar?

Need run 4 data to determine J/Psi fate.
IRONY:  Baseline is ready!

R.L. Thews, M. Schroedter, J. Rafelski Phys. Rev.
C63 054905 (2001): Plasma coalesence model
for T=400MeV and ycharm=1.0,2.0, 3.0 and 4.0.

L. Grandchamp, R. Rapp Nucl.
Phys. A&09, 415 (2002) and 
Phys. Lett. B 523, 50 (2001):
Nuclear Absorption+ absoption
in a high temperature quark gluon 
plasma

40-90%
least central

Ncoll=45

0-20%
most central
Ncoll=779

20-40%
semi central
Ncoll=296

nucl-ex/0305030
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Jet StoryJet Story——Future DevelopmentsFuture Developments
Quantify near and far jet in terms of Quantify near and far jet in terms of 
widths and full yields.widths and full yields.
Measure PID content of JET (not Measure PID content of JET (not 
simply high simply high ppTT))
Account for momentum balance:Account for momentum balance:

By momentum conservation a jet By momentum conservation a jet 
cannot cannot ““disappeardisappear””, it, it’’s momentum s momentum 
balance must appear in the final state.balance must appear in the final state.
Not such a small needle in our Not such a small needle in our 
haystack.haystack.

NEED CONTROL (direct gamma)NEED CONTROL (direct gamma)

Balance Function finds SINGLE 
associated particle in central AuAu

PRL 90 172301

STAR
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Is the CGC dead?Is the CGC dead?
NO.  The arguments for gluon saturation are very solid NO.  The arguments for gluon saturation are very solid 
theoretically.  theoretically.  
The results from midThe results from mid--rapidity and high rapidity and high ppTT have have 
certainly been proven to utilize a high enough x range certainly been proven to utilize a high enough x range 
that the gluon saturation effects are not significant.that the gluon saturation effects are not significant.
Nonetheless when probed at sufficiently lowNonetheless when probed at sufficiently low--x the x the thethe
Au wave function should exhibit saturation (fewer Au wave function should exhibit saturation (fewer 
scattering centers).scattering centers).
Collisions involving a lowCollisions involving a low--x x partonparton from Au and a from Au and a 
highhigh--x x partonparton from d, will be highly forward from d, will be highly forward focussedfocussed::

Prediction RPrediction RAAAA<1 at high forward rapidity<1 at high forward rapidity..
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BRAHMS results:BRAHMS results:

Qualitative agreement with CGC tendencies.Qualitative agreement with CGC tendencies.
Also qualitative agreement with shadowing.Also qualitative agreement with shadowing.
Look for quantitative results from all RHIC experiments.Look for quantitative results from all RHIC experiments.

BRAHMS preliminary

PRL 91 072305 (2003)
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The medium itself is also instructiveThe medium itself is also instructive
Pioneering work at AGS/SPS energies Pioneering work at AGS/SPS energies 
into thermal descriptions into thermal descriptions (Braun(Braun--MunzingerMunzinger, , 

StachelStachel, , RedlichRedlich, Heinz, many others, Heinz, many others……)) produces produces 
simple, few parameter models that simple, few parameter models that 
successfully describe particle ratios successfully describe particle ratios 
and spectra at all measured energies.and spectra at all measured energies.
There exists a stunning wealth of There exists a stunning wealth of 
excitation function data accumulated excitation function data accumulated 
recently at SPS that is simply too recently at SPS that is simply too 
broad and rich to give justice to in this broad and rich to give justice to in this 
short summary.short summary.
Recent improvements in Coulomb Recent improvements in Coulomb 
correction (socorrection (so--called partial coulomb called partial coulomb 
correction) help to resolve Rcorrection) help to resolve Routout//RRsideside
puzzle.puzzle.

• One plot that has generated 
intrigue and controversy concerns 
the excitation function of the 
K+/π+ excitation function.

•Is it more than the shift of the 
production mechanism from Λ-
associated production to direct pair 
production?
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Pressure? Pressure? ““elliptic flowelliptic flow”” barometerbarometer
Origin: spatial anisotropy of the system when created, followed by 
multiple scattering of particles in the evolving system 
spatial anisotropy → momentum anisotropy

v2: 2nd harmonic Fourier 
coefficient in azimuthal
distribution of particles with 
respect to the reaction 
plane

Almond shape 
overlap region 
in coordinate 
space ε =

〈y2 − x2 〉
〈y2 + x2 〉

φ2cos2 =v
x

y

p
p

atan=φ
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Now the jet is the backgroundNow the jet is the background
Many advances in technique to verify that Many advances in technique to verify that 
indeed collective motion is NOT an artifact of indeed collective motion is NOT an artifact of 
other correlations:other correlations:

CumulantCumulant analysis. (analysis. (OllitraultOllitrault))
Multiplicity Independent Moments (Multiplicity Independent Moments (VoloshinVoloshin))

Flow is indeed collective.Flow is indeed collective.
Amazing fact is how strong is the flow.Amazing fact is how strong is the flow.

* *〈 〉 ≈ + 〈 〉AA AA pp
b b p bu Q v v M u Q
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Adler et al., nucl-ex/0206006

Large vLarge v22

Hydrodynamic limit Hydrodynamic limit 
exhausted at RHIC for exhausted at RHIC for 
low low ppTT particles.particles.
Can microscopic models Can microscopic models 
work as well?work as well?
Is this a consequence of Is this a consequence of 
jet suppression?jet suppression?

NO, measured vNO, measured v22 even in even in 
excess of excess of ““Geometrical Geometrical 
AlmondAlmond”” limit (limit (ShuryakShuryak).).
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What is needed to reproduce magnitude of vWhat is needed to reproduce magnitude of v22??

Huge cross sections!!
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How to get 50 times How to get 50 times pQCDpQCD σσ??
We suspect that hadrons donWe suspect that hadrons don’’t all melt at t all melt at TcTc

ππ, , σσ survive as resonances survive as resonances Schaefer & Schaefer & ShuryakShuryak, PLB 356 , 147(1995), PLB 356 , 147(1995)

ηηcc bound at 1.5 bound at 1.5 TcTc AsakawaAsakawa & & HatsudaHatsuda, hep, hep--lat/0309001lat/0309001

charmoniumcharmonium bound states at T>bound states at T>TcTc KarschKarsch

all q,g have thermal masses at high T, maybe all q,g have thermal masses at high T, maybe ααss keeps keeps 
running up at T>running up at T>TcTc ((ShuryakShuryak and and ZahedZahed))

would cause strong would cause strong rescatteringrescattering qqbarqqbar ⇔⇔ mesonmeson

Huge cross section causes pressure and elliptic flowHuge cross section causes pressure and elliptic flow
Same phenomenon observed in trapped Li atomsSame phenomenon observed in trapped Li atoms
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E. Shuryak
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NA49 results on exotic quark statesNA49 results on exotic quark states

SAPHIR @ ELSA
CLAS@JLAB

ITEP

HERMES@DESY

DIANA@ITEP

LEPS@SPring8

NooneNoone scrambles quarks like us!scrambles quarks like us!
All the ingredients for discovery.All the ingredients for discovery.
Look for additional results throughout the conference!Look for additional results throughout the conference!borrowed from Elton S. Smith        Colloquium William and Mary, Oct 24, 2003
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NA49 results on exotic quark statesNA49 results on exotic quark states

NooneNoone scrambles quarks like us!scrambles quarks like us!
All the ingredients for discovery.All the ingredients for discovery.
Look for additional results throughout the conference!Look for additional results throughout the conference!

SAPHIR @ ELSA
CLAS@JLAB

ITEP

HERMES@DESY

DIANA@ITEP

borrowed from Elton S. Smith        Colloquium William and Mary, Oct 24, 2003

LEPS@SPring8

NA49@CERN
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Conclusion: properties of the mediumConclusion: properties of the medium
Equilibrates rapidly! Equilibrates rapidly! 

Strong pressure gradients, hydrodynamics worksStrong pressure gradients, hydrodynamics works
EOS is EOS is notnot hadronichadronic

Constituent scattering cross section is very largeConstituent scattering cross section is very large
The hot matter is The hot matter is ““stickysticky”” –– it absorbs energy & seems toit absorbs energy & seems to

transport it efficientlytransport it efficiently

SeeSee energy loss/jet quenchingenergy loss/jet quenching
d+Au data d+Au data says: says: final statefinal state, not initial state effect, not initial state effect

So, the stuff is dense, hot, ~ equilibrated, looks like liquidSo, the stuff is dense, hot, ~ equilibrated, looks like liquid
QGP discovery? QGP discovery? ItIt’’s s NOTNOT a a perturbativeperturbative plasmaplasma……
Some say it is a liquid.Some say it is a liquid.
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Why a liquid?Why a liquid?
Mean free path is very shortMean free path is very short

Smaller than size of systemSmaller than size of system
Must be so to get large energy lossMust be so to get large energy loss

Interaction among gluons is quite strongInteraction among gluons is quite strong

Have a (residual) correlation among Have a (residual) correlation among partonspartons
until T>>until T>>TTcc

All are liquid-like properties!
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What we may see this week.What we may see this week.
Tomography:Tomography:

Find the lost jet in phase space, itFind the lost jet in phase space, it’’s balance is somewhere.s balance is somewhere.
Unlock the chemistry of the jet.Unlock the chemistry of the jet.
Reaction Plane.Reaction Plane.
Complete the probe set (Complete the probe set (CONTROLS TOOCONTROLS TOO).).

Explore Saturation Regime.Explore Saturation Regime.
Look for exotic quark combinations.Look for exotic quark combinations.
Extend lower energy strangeness studies to more Extend lower energy strangeness studies to more 
multiply strange particles.multiply strange particles.
Measure open charm baseline at CERN.Measure open charm baseline at CERN.
High mass resolution High mass resolution ee++ee-- from SPS.from SPS.
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Some Lore and My Charge to YouSome Lore and My Charge to You
When Rutherford lead the Cavendish Laboratory, the scientists When Rutherford lead the Cavendish Laboratory, the scientists 
were thrown out and the doors padlocked promptly at 6:00 PM.were thrown out and the doors padlocked promptly at 6:00 PM.

Charge to the scientists:  Go Home and THINK!Charge to the scientists:  Go Home and THINK!

When the Professor and two students shared the three wishes When the Professor and two students shared the three wishes 
from the Genie of the Lamp:from the Genie of the Lamp:

Student 1:  I wish to be the RICH and powerful ruler of a nationStudent 1:  I wish to be the RICH and powerful ruler of a nation..
Student 2:  I wish to live on a tropical isle with beautiful peoStudent 2:  I wish to live on a tropical isle with beautiful people and no ple and no 
cares in the world.cares in the world.
Professor:  I want them back in the lab by nightfall.Professor:  I want them back in the lab by nightfall.

My charges to you:My charges to you:
STAY OFF COMPUTER; Sit in your seat and THINK.STAY OFF COMPUTER; Sit in your seat and THINK.
I want you back in the lab Monday next.I want you back in the lab Monday next.
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